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Abstract 

The KDD data set is a well known benchmark in the research of Intrusion Detection techniques. A lot of work is going on for the 
improvement of intrusion detection strategies while the research on the data used for training and testing the detection model is 
equally of prime concern because better data quality can improve offline intrusion detection. This paper presents the analysis of 
KDD data set with respect to four classes which are Basic, Content, Traffic and Host in which all data attributes can be 
categorized. The analysis is done with respect to two prominent evaluation metrics, Detection Rate (DR) and False Alarm Rate 
(FAR) for an Intrusion Detection System (IDS). As a result of this empirical analysis on the data set, the contribution of each of 
four classes of attributes on DR and FAR is shown which can help enhance the suitability of data set to achieve maximum DR 
with minimum FAR. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of organizing committee of the 3rd International Conference on Recent Trends in Computing 
2015 (ICRTC-2015). 
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1. Introduction 

Network security1 is a foremost issue these days as the network usage is growing in multi-dimensions due to 
increased use of handheld devices. Intrusion Detection Systems can help detect malign intentions of network users 
without compromising the security of the host and the network. There are many machine learning algorithms 
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available which can learn from the training data and can generalize when exposed to new untrained data. There are 
two types of intrusion detection technique, the first one is Misuse Detection that can catch the known attacks and 
hence works on the offline data2 and the other is Anomaly Detection which can detect any abnormal behavior and 
hence can work well on online data3. The KDD data set is a standard data set used for the research on intrusion 
detection systems.  

1.1. KDD Data Set 

The NSL-KDD data set with 42 attributes is used in this empirical study. This data set is an improvement over 
KDD’99 data set4, 5 from which duplicate instances were removed to get rid of biased classification results6-9. This 
data set has number of versions available, out of which 20% of the training data is used which is identified as 
KDDTrain+_20Percent with a total number of 25192 instances. The test data set is identified by the name 
KDDTest+ and has a total of 22544 instances. Different configurations of this data set are available with variation in 
number of instances but the number of attributes in each case is 42. The attribute labeled 42 in the data set is the 
‘class’ attribute which indicates whether a given instance is a normal connection instance or an attack. Table 1 gives 
the description of KDD data set attributes with class labels. Out of these 42 attributes, 41 attributes can be classified 
into four different classes as discussed below10: 

 
 Basic (B) Features are the attributes of individual TCP connections 
 Content (C) features are the attributes within a connection suggested by the domain knowledge 
 Traffic (T) features are the attributes computed using a two-second time window 
 Host (H) features are the attributes designed to assess attacks which last for more than two seconds 

Table 1.Classwise detail of KDD data set attributes. 

Sr. No Label Attribute 
Name 

Sr. No Label Attribute 
Name 

Sr. No Label Attribute 
Name 

Sr. No Label Attribute Name 

1 B duration  10 C hot  23 T count  32 H dst_host_count 

2 B protocol_type  11 C num_failed_lo
gins  

24 T serror_rate
  

33 H dst_host_srv_co
unt 

3 B service  12 C logged_in  25 T rerror_rate
  

34 H dst_host_same_
srv_rate 

4 B src_bytes  13 C num_compro
mised  

26 T same_srv_
rate  

35 H dst_host_diff_sr
v_rate 

5 B dst_bytes  14 C root_shell  27 T diff_srv_r
ate  

36 H dst_host_same_
src_port_rate 

6 B flag  15 C su_attempted  28 T srv_count  37 H dst_host_srv_di
ff_host_rate 

7 B land  16 C num_root  29 T srv_serror
_rate  

38 H dst_host_serror
_rate 

8 B wrong_fragme
nt  

17 C num_file_crea
tions  

30 T srv_rerror
_rate  

39 H dst_host_srv_se
rror_rate 

9 B urgent  18 C num_shells  31 T srv_diff_h
ost_rate  

40 H dst_host_rerror
_rate 

   19 C num_access_fi
les  

   41 H dst_host_srv_re
rror_rate 

   20 C num_outboun
d_cmds 

   42 - class 

   21 C is_hot_login        

   22 C is_guest_login
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1.2. Objective 

The objective of this research work is to study the NSL-KDD data set10 from the viewpoint of four classes of 
attributes rather than study the behavior of individual attribute. The four classes of attributes are Basic, Content, 
Traffic and Host. For evaluation of Intrusion Detection, there are number of metrics available but in this work, two 
prominently used metrics are discussed, i.e., FAR and DR11. This paper presents the contribution of each of four 
classes of attributes in the evaluation of FAR and DR metrics. Hence in the later part of the paper, it is concluded 
how each attribute class impacts the two metrics. 

1.3. Related Work 

The intrinsic problem of KDD data set has led to the development of new data set known as NSL-KDD data set10. 
This new data set has overcome many problems like redundant instances6, 7. The problem of redundancy results in 
biased results, that is, if a certain instance is repeated many times, the leaning gets biased. This is one of the reasons 
why certain classifiers show accuracy of above 95% as well8, 9 for intrusion detection. The study shows that the 
machine learning algorithms does not produce good results in case of misuse detection2. Various algorithms are 
evaluated for IDS12 which involves rule based classifiers13 and decision theory approach14. In the Weka tool15, many 
variants of basic classifiers are implemented which generate quite interesting results. Some of the variants of tree 
based algorithms are random tree16-18 and random forest algorithm. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the research methodology involving the tool, 
used classifier and the evaluation metrics. Section 3 presents the simulation results with section 4 discussing the 
results. Section 5 presents the conclusion of this empirical study. 

2. Experimental Setup 

2.1. Research Methodology 

The steps followed as part of the research methodology are as follows: 

 KDD data set is selected10 
 Weka Tool is chosen for simulation 
 Random Tree is used as a binary classifier for simulation on Weka classifies the instances as attack or normal 
 Preprocessing of training and testing data file with 42 attributes is done to generate 14 new training data files for 

each combination as discussed in Table 2 
 Every pair of 15 data set files (training and test), is simulated on random tree algorithm and the results are 

tabulated in Table 6 

It must be noted that all 15 training and test data files as in Table 2, the last attribute of the original data set, that is, 
‘class’ attribute is included.  

2.2. Weka 

Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (Weka)15 is a data mining tool available free of cost under 
the GNU General Public License. The version used in this study is 3.7.11 that has many state of the art machine 
learning tools and algorithms for data analysis and predictive modeling. This tool accepts the data file either in 
comma separated value (csv) or attribute-relation file format (arff) file format. For the simulation, arff files is 
already available with 42 attributes whereas arff files with lesser attributes as discussed in research methodology 
section are created through the pre-processing tab of the tool.   
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Table 2.Combinations of attribute classes for KDD data set. 

Sr. No. Attribute class Combinations # Attributes B C T H 

1 BCTH 41 √ √ √ √ 

2 BCT 31 √ √ √ x  

3 BCH 32 √ √ x  √ 

4 BTH 28 √ x  √ √ 

5 CTH 32 x  √ √ √ 

6 BC 22 √ √ x  x  

7 BT 18 √ x  √ x 

8 BH 19 √ x  x  √ 

8 CT 22 x  √ √ x  

10 CH                                            23 x  √ x  √ 

11 TH 19 x  x √ √ 

12 B 9 √ x x  x  

13 C 13 x  √ x  x  

14 T 9 x  x  √ x 

15 H 10 x  x  x  √ 

2.3. Used Classifier 

Machine learning12 is an artificial intelligence technique which consists of a number of algorithms based on 
which a model can be developed that learns from the input data known as the training data set and helps predict on 
testing data set13. Though there are many classifiers available12, but tree based algorithms13 produce better accuracy 
in results without requiring much tuning of parameters. In this paper, Random Tree algorithm, a tree based 
classifier14, 19, 20 is selected for simulation from past experience. Random Tree16, 17 is a set (ensemble) of tree 
predictors that is called forest. This classifier takes the input feature vector, classifies it with every tree in the forest, 
and outputs the class label that receives the majority of “votes”16.  

2.4. Metrics 

Intrusion detection metrics helps evaluate the performance of an intrusion detection system21. Some of the 
commonly used evaluation metrics used with respect to intrusion detection are False Alarm Rate (FAR), Detection 
Rate (DR), Accuracy, Precision, Specificity, F-score13. 

All these evaluation metrics are basically derived from the four basic attributes of the confusion matrix depicting 
the actual and predicted classes. These elements of the confusion matrix are: 

 True Negative (TN): Number of instances correctly predicted as non-attacks. 
 False Negative (FN): Number of instances wrongly predicted as non-attacks. 
 False Positive (FP): Number of instances wrongly predicted as attacks. 
 True Positive (TP): Number of instances correctly predicted as attacks. 

As shown in the Table 6, all the metrics are generated from these four basic elements. In this paper, two of the 
evaluation metrics that are considered for this study are FAR which is defined as the rate at which normal instances 
are classified as anomalous and DR which is defined as the ratio of number of instances of correctly predicted 
attacks to the total number of actual attack instances. Another metric used for the analysis of results is the graphical 
plot known as the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. It is a plot of DR and FAR. Though this curve 
does not exactly tell the best classification results in terms of FAR and DR but the area under the ROC curve helps 
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decide the best possible combination of DR and FAR because the best intrusion detection system is one with 
maximum DR and minimum FAR at the same time. 

3. Simulation Results 

The classification results produced by Weka tool are in the form of a confusion matrix which gives the actual 
versus predicted classification results. The results generated for fifteen data files and the calculated evaluation 
metrics are tabulated in Table 6 (Appendix). It can be observed that only the frequently used metrics are tabulated 
out of which, the focus of study is on DR and FAR. Fig. 1 below shows the bar graph presenting DR and FAR for 
each of fifteen sets of data. Fig. 2 depicts the ROC curve with single class of attributes, and the curve also shows the 
plot of all the 41 attributes (four classes together). Similarly, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the ROC curve with 2 classes of 
attributes and three classes of attributes respectively. The arrow on the ROC curve shows the best possible class of 
data sets with maximum DR and minimum FAR. Key observations from ROC curve of Fig. 2 are as follows: 

 Basic class attributes show higher DR 
 Traffic attributes show lower FAR 
 Content attributes show higher FAR 
 Host attributes show low DR but decent FAR 

 
 

 

Fig. 1. Detection rate and False alarm rate for 15 combinations of attribute classes. 

Key observations from ROC curve of Fig. 3 are as follows: 

 BC class attributes show DR equivalent to BCTH but has higher FAR 
 Without basic class attributes, DR drops 

 
Key observations from ROC curve of Fig. 4 are as follows: 

 
 With Traffic class attributes, FAR is comparatively higher 
 Presence of Basic class attributes show higher DR 
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Fig. 2. ROC curve for single class of attributes. 

 

 

Fig. 3. ROC Curve for two classes of attributes. 
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Fig. 4. ROC Curve for three classes of attributes. 

Further analysis of DR and FAR is done with respect to each class of attributes. For this, Table 6 is referred and 
those entries are selected where the one of the four classes under observation is definitely present. Following this 
analysis pattern, Fig. 5(a) shows all those attribute class’s combination where basic class is definitely present. 
Therefore, this plot shows the contribution of the attributes of the basic class prominently. Similarly, Fig. 5 to 6 
show the combinations of those attribute classes where content, traffic and host attributes respectively are definitely 
present. Key observations from Fig. 5(a) where basic class attributes are present in combinations with other class 
attributes are as follows: 
 DR is above 70 % for almost all the combinations 
 Traffic attributes show lower FAR 

 
Key observations from Fig. 5 (b) where content class attributes are present in combinations with other class 
attributes are as follows: 
 DR is highest for content class attributes 
 DR improves wherever basic class attributes are involved 
 FAR is maximum for content class attributes 

 

 

Fig. 5. (a) Plot of DR and FAR for attributes of basic class with other attribute classes; (b) Plot of DR and FAR for attributes of content class with 
other attribute classes. 
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Fig. 6. (a) Plot of DR and FAR for attributes of traffic class with other attribute classes; (b) Plot of DR and FAR for attributes of host class with 
other attribute classes. 

Key observations from Fig. 6 (a) where traffic class attributes are present in combinations with other class attributes 
are as follows: 
 DR is minimum with Traffic class attributes alone 
 DR improves wherever basic class attributes are involved 

 
Key observations from Fig. 6(b) where host class attributes are present in combination with other class attributes is 
that lower FAR is observed with basic and host class attribute combinations. 

4. Discussions 

Table 3 and 4 are generated in reference to Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Table 3 presents the best values of DR (maximum) 
and FAR (minimum) with respect to each class of attributes in combination with other attribute classes. Similarly, 
Table 4 presents the worst values of DR (minimum) and FAR (maximum) such that the first row shows the worst 
values for all the attribute class’ combinations where Basic class is definitely present. Second row show the values 
when Content attributes are definitely present. It can be observed from Table 3 and 4 that the presence of basic class 
attributes show maximum DR and the traffic class attributes show lower DR. Similarly Table 3 shows that FAR is 
more when content class attributes are definitely present but consistent otherwise. 

Table 3.Best Detection and False Alarm Rate for each class of attributes. 

Attribute Class Best Detection Rate (%) Best False Alarm Rate (%) 

Basic 80.78 3.22 

Content 79.42 3.47 

Traffic 78.59 3.22 

Host 76.54 3.22 

Table 4.Worst Detection and False Alarm Rate for each class of attributes. 

Attribute Class Worst Detection Rate (%) Worst False Alarm Rate (%) 

Basic 68.61 8.92 

Content 60.91 24.34 
Traffic 52.59 8.50 
Host 61.04 8.37 
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Table 4 also shows a similar scenario of worst FAR in the case of content class attributes. The other observation of 
critical importance is that the host class attributes show best FAR value even in the worst case. Table 5 presents the 
overall result summary of this empirical study. 

Table 5.Overall result summary. 

Attribute Class Prevailing Contribution 

Basic High DR 

Content High FAR 

Traffic Low DR 

Host Low FAR 

5. Conclusion 

This paper used four categories of attributes Basic, Content, Traffic and Host in which 41 attributes of KDD data 
set were categorized and fifteen variants of data set were generated by forming all combinations of four classes. 
These fifteen sets of training and test data files were simulated on Random Tree algorithm in Weka tool. The results 
were analyzed to study dominance of each class of attributes in improving the Detection Rate (DR) and minimizing 
the False Alarm Rate (FAR). This study can help increase the suitability of the data set so that higher DR can be 
achieved with minimum FAR. Hence, future work can lead to an improved data set that can be utilized for online 
intrusion detection. 

Appendix A.  

The appendix presents the summary of result which is generated using Weka tool for Random Tree algorithm on 
fifteen data set configurations of KDD4 data set. 

Table 6.Summary result for Random Tree algorithm. 

Sr. No. 

#Attribute  

Classes 

Attribute Class 

Combinations TN FN FP TP 

 

Accuracy 
False Alarm 
 Rate 

Detection 

Rate F-Score 

1 4 BCTH(41) 8898 3011 813 9822 83.04 0.08 0.77 0.84 

2 3 BCT(31) 8886 2748 825 10085 84.15 0.08 0.79 0.85 

3 3 BCH(32) 9374 3502 337 9331 82.97 0.03 0.73 0.83 

4 3 BTH(28) 9398 4028 313 8805 80.74 0.03 0.69 0.80 

5 3 CTH(32) 9055 5000 656 7833 74.91 0.07 0.61 0.73 

6 2 BC(22) 8845 3056 866 9777 82.6 0.09 0.76 0.83 

7 2 BT(18) 8978 3543 733 9290 81.03 0.08 0.72 0.81 

8 2 BH(19) 9161 3701 550 9132 81.14 0.06 0.71 0.81 

9 2 CT(22) 9028 5016 683 7817 74.72 0.07 0.61 0.73 

10 2 CH(23) 9020 4625 691 8208 76.42 0.07 0.64 0.76 

11 2 TH(19) 8981 4933 730 7900 74.88 0.08 0.62 0.74 

12 1 B(9) 9068 2466 643 10367 86.21 0.07 0.81 0.87 

13 1 C(13) 7347 2641 2364 10192 77.79 0.24 0.79 0.80 

14 1 T(9) 9097 6084 614 6749 70.29 0.06 0.53 0.67 

15 1 H(10) 8939 4989 772 7844 74.45 0.08 0.61 0.73 
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